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Dean Moseley
Postmaster
Kissimmee, FL
Dean:
I wanted to memorialize our meeting that both Bob McSorley and I were in with you and Mr. Frank
Stallworth. The meeting, among other things, was dealing with the requests for information not being
received in a timely manner, and that the APWU was not notified that Mr. Stallworth was the USPS
designee that was to receive these requests from the union. The APWU is not concerned as to who from
your staff we should submit these requests to, we are simply needing the requested information timely. It
seems to me that there will be an issue with this ‘new’ protocol as I will demonstrate below as examples:
•

•

On 11-23-2018 Richard Quinlan submitted 2 separate RFIs to Frank, Frank forwarded them to
Sarah on 11-24-2018 (2 days so far), Sarah mailed them with a tracking number
70181130000000915927 on 11-26-2018 (now 4 days), and it says delivered on 11-27-2018 at
10:15 am (Richard was off that day) to who knows who. Who was this delivered to? Was it
sent certified or delivery confirmation?
The second RFI was once again given to Frank on 11-23-2018, Frank forwarded it to Sarah on
11-24-2018 (2 days), Sarah sent this to who knows who with a tracking number of
70181130000000915934 on 11-27-2018 (5 days), and it is still not delivered as of 11-28-2018 to
who knows who it was sent to.

As you can see, this is really unacceptable, and with the constant delays of the requested information
being provided to the APWU, there should be no confusion as to why the APWU has concerns, and the
reasoning behind the many Unfair Labor Practice charges that have been filed. Since the meeting on
Monday, 11-26-2018 we had with you and Frank, we were thinking that the RFIs would be timely with
your new protocol, but we are leery at best about this.
It seems that the USPS in Kissimmee is sending things to point A, point A sends then to point B, point B
sends them to point C and so forth, which is clearly demonstrating a delay in the APWU receiving our
information, which is critical in the grievance arbitration procedure. The APWU’s position is quite
simple, we (APWU) request the information, and we are to receive it back timely, and we are
unconcerned with the USPS’s intricate mechanism as to how to retrieve this requested information, we
just need it timely! Going forward, when the APWU requests this information we will, as you have
suggested in writing for us, to send these requests to Mr. Stallworth, so please send the information to the
address below. By doing so this will ensure that the APWU actually receives it, and I must reiterate that

we need it timely and not the day or two prior to the Step 1 or Step 2 meeting. If you have any questions
and/or concerns feel free to contact me. It is hoped that these issues improve going forward.
CFAL, #1462
10501 S. Orange Ave., Suite 117
Orlando, FL 32824
Sincerely,

President
Cc: Robert McSorley, Vice-President
Richard Quinlan, Steward
Frank Stallworth, Station Manager
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